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IS CONVENTIONAL EMERGING MARKETS PRIVATE 

EQUITY IN CRISIS? 

In the boom years just prior to and just after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), 

record amounts of capital raised for private investment strategies flowed to private 

investments in fast-growing emerging markets (EMs).   

To a large extent, investors in EM private markets were seeking to replace the 

exceptional return profile they had recently earned from growth oriented strategies 

in US technology, media and telecom before that bubble burst in 2001.  

What is the current state of conventional emerging markets private equity (EMPE)? 

EMs have rapidly and positively evolved over the past few decades. They have 

increased as a percentage of global GDP from ~35% to ~55%. Creditor rights are 

increasingly respected. EM corporate credit markets have grown, now rivaling the 

US High Yield market in size (~$1.8TN). Bankruptcy codes are being developed and 

tested. The markets have also helpfully increased in sophistication as restructurings, 

historically challenging in EMs, are now more commonplace and efficient.  

Nonetheless, EMs remain highly volatile (MSCI annualized volatility over the last ten 

years of ~23%) and are justifiably perceived to be riskier than developed markets 

(DMs). EM returns remain closely linked to global risk appetite, prone to periodic 

currency devaluations, exposed to commodity cycles, and susceptible to political 

risk, which many investors find difficult to assess.    

Despite progress, investors are, on balance, generally correct to continue to seek 

excess returns and diversification benefits from EMs, especially EM private markets.  

Since growth orientation has dominated the EMPE landscape, especially country 

and regional funds, industry data is reasonably viewed as a proxy for that approach. 

Over the last 25-years, the S&P 500 has clearly outperformed the Cambridge EMPE 

and MSCI EM indices (9.34% vs. 9.16% and 7.82%, respectively) in absolute returns, 

while showing a high correlation to that index (80% and 78%, respectively) 

indicating low diversification benefits.  
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Poor performance is also reflected in data at the fund level. For vintage years 2005-

2014, the median fund delivered in excess of 10% in only two years, while the 

median net IRR in eight out of those ten years failed to surpass the standard hurdle 

rate of 8%.  

 

Data on return of capital is even more discouraging. For vintage years 2007 and 

2008, the median fund has returned less than 63 cents on the dollar over the past 

decade. To make matters even worse, performance figures are certainly inflated by 

survivorship bias, as the average number of funds per vintage year has decreased 

steadily over the past decade (only 17 in 2016 compared to 50 pre-GFC).   

 

While there are always pockets of excellence, industry data makes it clear that the 

prevailing approaches to EMs--overweighting the country decision or chasing 

localized GDP growth-- is not the way to generate those excess returns and positive 

diversification benefits. 

 

Now, nearly a decade after the onset of the GFC, investors appear to be in 

wholesale retreat from EM private markets after years of elusive returns. The 

number of EMPE growth funds achieving a close has steadily decreased over the 

past few years. As just one data point, only 44% of fund managers closing a fund 

between 2005 and 2009 have successfully raised a subsequent fund in the ensuing 

8 years.   

 

 
  

The data paint a bleak picture of an industry that grew too quickly and failed to 

identify or manage the myriad risks inherent in providing plain vanilla growth 

capital to a rapidly evolving EM landscape. LPs are responding by wholesale retreat 

from the asset class.  


